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Correction to: Statistical analysis plan for
better evidence for selecting transplant
fluids (BEST-fluids): a randomised controlled
trial of the effect of intravenous fluid
therapy with balanced crystalloid versus
saline on the incidence of delayed graft
function in deceased donor kidney
transplantation
Elaine M. Pascoe1, Steven J. Chadban2,3, Magid A. Fahim1,4, Carmel M. Hawley1,4,5, David W. Johnson1,4,5,
Michael G. Collins1,6,7*, for the BEST-fluids Investigators and the Australasian Kidney Trials Network
Correction to: Pascoe (2022)
http://orcid.org/10.1186/s13063-021-05989-w
Following the publication of the original article [1], we
were notified that an incorrect additional file was published alongside the paper.
The original article has been corrected.
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